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Abstract: Image processing is a wide area in which a variety
of researches are being carried out. The main aim of Digital
Image Processing is to improve the quality of images. A variety
of researches are performed in digital and medical image
processing. Noises play a vital role in degrading the quality of
both medical and digital images. These noises affect CT images,
MRI images and X-Ray images. Median filter performs well and
is used in many image processing techniques. But, for medical
images like CT, MRI and X-Ray, Wiener filter outperforms
Median Filter. Different noises like speckle noise, Gaussian
noise, salt and pepper noise and Poisson noise are taken into
consideration. 90% of noise from the corrupted medical images
can be eliminated by using Wiener filter.

Keywords: – Computed Tomography, MRI – Magnetic
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image Processing is a method to enhance raw images
received from cameras or sensors placed on different
instruments like space probes, microscopes, aircrafts,
endoscope and other applications. Various techniques are
developed in Image Processing during the last four to five
decades. Medical Image processing is a technique which
deals with a specific approach to enhance the raw medical
images and to eliminate the noise in the images. This
process involves various steps: Image enhancement-Images
may be affected by different types of noises. In image
enhancement, the aim is to highlight certain image features
for specific analysis. The enhancement process itself does
not increase the information in the image. It simply
emphasizes certain specified image characteristics. Image
segmentation- It is the process that subdivides an image
into its constituent parts or objects. The level to which the
subdivision is carried out depends on the problem being
solved. Image acquisition- This aims in acquiring a digital
image. It needs an imaging sensor and the capacity to
digitize the signal transferred by the sensor. If the output of
the sensor is not in a digital form, an Analog to Digital
Converter is used to digitize it.
Image preprocessing- This originally deals with
methods for enhancing contrast, noise removal and region
isolation. This process looks to reconstruct or recover an
image that has been degraded. Image representation- The
previous output is usually a raw image comprising either a
boundary of a region or all points within the region. In both
these cases, data conversion to a suitable form is necessary.
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Here we follow three modules for the demonstration of the
mentioned processes:
Pre-processing: If the input images are coloured images
we need to convert them to grey-scale images. The
enhancement method does not improve the inherent
information from the data. Image enhancement processes
the input image to convert into a more appropriate and
visible form. After this, noise is added to the image.
De-noising: Various filters are used to remove noise
from the digital image while also retaining the details of the
image preserved is an essential part of Medical Image
Processing. Median filter is a non-linear filter which is
employed in de-noising process. Wiener filter is used in
images where median filters do not produce the desired
results.
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Figure 1: Process of Image De-noising

2. TYPES OF NOISES
2.1 Salt and pepper noise:
Salt and pepper noise is a black and white pixel that
sometimes appears on images. The most common method
of noise reduction is using Median filters or morphological
filtering techniques. Image noise can be defined as any
change in image pixel value due to external noise. Digital
images are frequently corrupted by salt and pepper noise,
because of transmission errors. Accordingly, it is important
to detect noisy pixels and obtain an effective value for each,
called an image filter. Standard Median Filters (SMF),
Adaptive Median Filters (AMF), Decision Based
Algorithms (DBA), Progressive Switching Median Filters
(PSMF) and Detail Protecting Filters (DPF) are used. The
filtering algorithm varies roughly from one ambient
algorithm to another for pixels that sound from the
surrounding pixels. Median filter (MF) is widely used
because of its effective noise suppression capability.
Denoising an image is the process of finding and retrieving
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abnormal values in digital images, which refers to
unwanted error that degrades image quality.
Salt and pepper noise is usually caused by camera sensors,
software failure, or hardware failure in image capture or
transmission. Because of this situation, the noise model of
salt and pepper is corrupted to only a fraction of all image
pixels, while the other pixels are noise free. The noise value
of standard salt and pepper is either 0(minimum) or 255
(maximum). Normal intensity values of salt and pepper
noise are close to 255 for pepper noise. In addition,
unaffected pixels do not change.
2.2 Speckle noise:
This noise model helps us to smooth the image in uniform
areas where the signal is stable. Taking the parameter ratio,
it is possible to determine whether the local variation of the
mean ratio is in the immediate pixel uniform region.
Generally, if the local variation to the mean ratio is greater
than the spot, the corresponding pixel is considered a
disposable object. Otherwise, it is considered a uniform
area and is sensitive. Noise is usually generated as
multiplicative noise (Rayleigh noise), so the resulting
signal is the product of the speckled signal and the actual
noise. (i, j) is the degraded pixel of the observed image and
S (i, j) is the noiseless image pixel to be retrieved. With the
multiplicative noise model,
I (i, j) = S (i, j) * N (i, j)

(1)

where N (i, j) represents the coefficient of noise with unit
average and standard deviation.
The speckle seen in the synthetic aperture radar images is
due to the continuous interference of the reflected waves
from several primary scatter.
2.3 Impulse noise:
Images are often corrupted by impulse noise. Digital
images include sounds like channel decoder damage, loss
of signal, movement of communication subscribers, video
sensor noise, and others. The impulse noise, called salt and
pepper, causes white and black dots that appear in digital
grey scale images that are scattered throughout the image
area. By applying a classic mean filter to eliminate this
kind of noise good results are provided, restoring brightness
points, object edges, and local peaks in sound images, but is
devoted to average filtering image pixels. Now the
switching scheme is attracting much research interest. This
approach proves its ability to remove the salt and pepper
impulse noise from digital images. The noise removal
process is divided into two main steps by the mechanism of
the switching scheme. 1. Early detection of noisy corrupt
pixels of a digital image. 2. The next step is to filter the
detected noise impulses using information about the
collected image properties. The scheme described with the
impulse detector is used in many modern median filter
modifications. This algorithm was also developed using a
switching scheme. It uses sufficiently complex repetition
mechanisms to perform the noise detection phase and filter
the corrupted image. It improves the recovery of most
corrupt images from the noise of impulse.
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2.4 Gaussian noise:
Gaussian noise is a statistical noise having a probability
density function adequate to that of the traditional
distribution, which is additionally referred to as the normal
distribution.
The probability density function of a Gaussian variate is
given by:

(2)
where ‘z’ represents the grey level, ‘μ’ represents mean
value and the ‘σ’ represents standard deviation. A special
case is white Gaussian noise, during which the values at
any pair of times are identically distributed and statistically
independent (and hence uncorrelated). In communication
channel testing and modeling, Gaussian noise is employed
as additive white noise to get additive white Gaussian
noise.
2.5 Poisson noise:
Poisson noise is produced due to the statistical nature of
electromagnetic waves which include x-rays, visible light
and gamma rays. Poisson noise is also called as quantum
noise or shot noise. These waves do emit a number of
photons per unit time. Poisson noise is a signal relevant
noise and this noise is difficult to remove using additive
noise removal techniques. Filters like mean filter, bilateral
filters work better for reducing additive noise.

3. FILTERING TECHNIQUES
3.1 Median Filter:
Colour images work with special level median filter. Since
each pixel in the RGB colour image is made up of three
parts (red, green, and blue), it is not required to rank the
neighbouring pixels according to brightness. Instead, the
colour median filter matches the colour of each pixel with
that of every other pixel in the neighbourhood. The red,
green, and blue portion of the pixel has a smaller difference
than the colour coordinates of its neighbours, which are
then selected to replace the neighbouring central pixel.
Since the impulse noise spikes are much brighter or darker
than their neighbouring pixels, they usually close to the
illumination rankings of neighbours of the input pixels. As
a result, the values that exhibit the peak of brightness are
usually far from the average value and are removed by the
filter. The average filter can preserve the brightness
difference in the signal phases, resulting in less opacity of
the regional boundaries. The median filter also protects the
boundary positions of the image, which is useful for both
visual inspection and measurement. Median filters can be
useful in reducing the salt and pepper noise, especially
when the noise amplitude probability density is large tails
and periodic samples. The average filtering process is
completed by sliding the window over the image. The
filtered image is obtained by placing the median of values
in the middle of that window, the input window. The
maximum likelihood estimation of the position in terms of
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the Laplacian noise distribution is the mean. For relatively
similar regions, the average filter predicts the gray-level
value, with particular success in the presence of long-tail
noise. When one edge is crossed, one side or the other
dominates the window and rapidly changes between the
3.2 Wiener Filter:
Wiener filter executes an optimal trade-off between inverse
filtering and noise smoothing. Additive noise is removed
and blurring is inverted during the same time. The Wiener
filter fits to be perfect in terms of MSE (Mean Square
Error). In other words, it reduces MSE in the process. The
Wiener filter is supposed to be the linear estimation of the
original image . This approach is predicted based on a
stochastic framework. Wiener filter in Fourier domain is
implied by the orthogonality principle. The Wiener filter
has two separate parts and they are an inverse filtering part
and a noise smoothing part. Besides performing the deconvolution by inverse filtering (high pass filtering) it also
removes the noise with a compression operation (low pass
filtering). In practice, power spectra estimation of the
first image and a the additive noise is important to
implement the Wiener filter. For white additive noise the
power spectrum equals to the variance of the noise. There
are many methods to estimate the power spectrum of the
original
image. The
direct
way to
estimate is
the periodogram estimation of the power spectrum. There is
also another method
which results in a cascade
implementation of the inverse filtering and therefore
the noise smoothing. the facility spectrum can be estimated
directly from the observation using the periodogram
estimate. This estimate leads to a cascade implementation
of inverse filtering and noise smoothing.
G (u,v) = F(u,v).H(u,v)
(3)
Where 'F' is the Fourier transform of the image and H is the
blurring funtion. Here, the Wiener Filter removes most of
the blur and results in best image output. Therefore, the
edge is not blurred.

does not improve the content of the information in the data.
But it increases the dynamic range of the selected features
so that they can be easily identified. Image enhancement is
a more optimal and clearer approach to processing input
images. Noise is added to the MRI, CT, Ultrasound and Xray image. Thus, speckle noise is added to the ultrasound
image, Gaussian noise is added to the X-ray image, salt and
pepper noise is added to the MRI image and Poisson noise
is added to the CT image. The average filtering technique is
applied to eliminate these noises by the respective filters.
Median filter is used in Ultrasound images. But in other
medical images, Wiener filter is used to remove noise from
the image. Here, by using filter 90% of the noise is
eliminated for CT, X-ray and MRI images.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculated MSE (Mean Square Error) and PSNR (Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio) values of various images with their
respective filters are taken for comparison. Graphical
representations depicting the variations in PSNR and MSE
in different images are also plotted. From the results, it can
be inferred that Wiener outperforms all other filters for
medical images.
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4. DESIGN METHODOLOGIES
4.1 Existing Methodology:
Median filters can be used for eliminating noisy pixels that
are degraded by salt and pepper noise, increasing the
resolution of the remaining images. Salt and pepper noise
has three value-weighted filters and a traditional median
filter. In three value-weighted filters, a variable local
window is applied to detect noisy pixels. Noise pixels can
be reconstructed using the three value method using the
noiseless pixel in that window. In the median filter, a
variable local window is applied to reconstruct noisy pixels.
For medical image processing, median filter outperforms
other filters in case of ultrasound images. But for other
images there are some constrains.
4.1 4.2 Proposed Methodology:
In practical world, the transmitted image itself contains an
amount of noise. But for analytical purpose, a required
amount of noise is added to the uncorrupted input image
and is removed by the defined processes to show the denoising techniques clearly. If the input image is a coloured,
then it is converted to grey scale image. The growth process
Volume 9, Issue 4, July - August 2020

MRI

Figure 2: Output images
Table 1: Calculated PSNR and MSE values of different
medical images
IMAGE
TYPE

FILTER USED

PSNR (in
dB)

MSE

CT IMAGE

WIENER
FILTER

32.57

36.24

X-RAY

WIENER

27.02

130.25
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FILTER
MRI
IMAGE

WIENER
FILTER

24.97

208.89

Graph 1: Comparison of PSNR (in dB) values of
different images

Graph 2: Comparison of MSE values of different
images
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6. CONCLUSION
In the medical field, recovering of noise free images and
non-corrupted images is a mandatory process. Basically, all
the images including medical images contain noise during
their transmission. Therefore, the de-noising process must
focus on removing noise to the maximum extent.
Considering this, Weiner filter is taken for comparison of
de-noising of various medical images. From the above
results,Wiener filter outperforms other filters incase of CT,
MRI and X-ray images. Wiener filter removes up to 90% of
noise density and produces clearer output images.
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